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Calendar
Summer 2011
Online/On-site Classes Begin

Monday, June 6

Holiday (no classes)

Monday, July 4

On-site Classes End

Wednesday, July 27

Online Classes End

Friday, August 5
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Media: Methods
Oral History as Documentary Workshop

Production Project Courses
CRN 1535

Suzanne Snider
Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday
4:00-5:50pm
4 week intensive ƕJune 6-June 29

Media Practices
CRN 1489

Brian McCormick
Tuesdays & Thursdays, 6:00-8:40pm
June 7 - July 26
Limited to 15. Through exploring the principles of visualization, graphic design, typography and
color theory, students will learn to create designs that have visual impact and communicative
power. Instruction and class activities cover composition techniques, image editing, graphics
creation, and file preparation for distributing projects using current professional software.
The core focus is the creation of designs for advocacy, branding and digital art. This course
provides the basis for more advanced courses in interactive design, motion design, publishing
and inter-media applications. Students are expected to research and solve weekly design
problems and participate in regular critiques while building a digital design portfolio, including a
final professional-quality visual presentation.
*Prerequisite: Media Practices: Concepts or instructor permission.

CRN 1852

Doug Morrione
Tuesdays & Thursdays, 6:00-8:40pm
June 7- July 26

Limited to 15. With the advent of the internet and low-cost digital recorders, Oral History has
emerged as a popular documentary practice, with an approach that tips its hat to several fields
(from Anthropology to Psychoanalysis). Legs McNeil, George Plimpton, and Anna Deveare
Smith have all made use of Oral History, to different ends. This course will cover interview
techniques, project design, recording, ethical issues, and legal releases/forms. Students will
also meet professionals from the field, who are putting interviews to diverse uses (from public
health studies to arts fundraising). We’ll explore the genres rich history while working to define
and expand its future as a dynamic research method. This workshop is well-suited for those
planning to start oral history projects and for those interested in multimedia journalism and/or
narrative nonfiction, as well as documentarians of all stripes, who want to learn new approaches
to interviewing and storytelling.

Media Practices: Design

Projects in Digital Video Editing

Limited to 15. Students utilize computer-driven digital editing stations and current non-linear
editing software, the sophistication and capacity of which have changed the entire production
process from project inception and planning through to final broadcast. Editors will work on short
assignments (3 to 5 minutes), while learning the principles of random access digital editing
(theory of nonlinear editing, capturing video and audio, organizing and accessing rough footage,
editing sync and non-sync material, assembling and trimming sequences, editing and mixing
audio, adding effects, creating titles, color correction, and outputting work).
* Prerequisite: Media Practices: Time-Based or instructor permission.

Radio Narratives - Summer Sounds

CRN 1379

Joan Schuman
ONLINE
June 6-August 5
Limited to 15. Summer offers a rich tapestry of sound as we fling open the windows (in most
geographies) and eliminate the barriers between indoors and the cacophonous soundscape
outside. Whether students are located in the traffic-laden city or the bird-twittering country,
theres a range of stories to be consumed, collected and shared. We'll step out into those
summer sounds to produce hot and humid, foggy and chilly or searing stories under the
punishing sun. This course offers a space to workshop a fully produced narrative work suitable
for radio broadcast. Several short productions invite students to collect stories on outdoor sound
walks, explore seasonally specific characters, and experiment with form and narrative subjects
before tackling their semester-long projects. Class critiques will enable students to carefully
polish their individual productions. We'll listen to a range of narrative styles in order to
understand production possibilities--from singular voices to complex layers of sound that create
an impressionistic autobiography; to stylistic innovations in documenting cultural and political
issues; to hybrids of interviews immersed in poetic aurality. We’ll consider work broadcast in
many outlets, including public radios familiar "This American Life," radio programs in Australia,
Europe and Canada, and community and podcast radio that take risks to air less-conventionally
constructed stories. The class is designed for students with basic audio production skills and
access to tools (on-site at New School labs or via their own computer/audio set-up).
* Recommended: Digital editing experience or audio/radio production classes
* Required: Access to recording and editing/mixing tool

Thinking Small: Narratives for Web 2.0 and Mobile Media

Virtual Learning Environments

CRN 1524

CRN 1542

Philip Kain
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Josephine Dorado
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Limited to 15. As media become increasingly smaller and more portable, how do designers
translate design approaches and aesthetics for traditional screen- and print-based media to
these new nano-scale platforms? This project-based production class will ask students to study
the relevant historical (e.g., the short bursts of language in a telegraph message, cameo
portraits, etc.), theoretical, and artistic (e.g., Goyas Caprichios, Hemingways six-word novel
form) predecessors to small- scale design to prepare them to develop a specific visual and/or
narrative language for each of several production assignments. Students will investigate
narrative in many forms, from nanonovels shared through text messages on Twitter to supershort-form episodic video for YouTube. Assignments completed both individually and in small
groups will involve prose and verse as well as still images, audio and video.
*Prerequisite: Media Practices: Design. Students should be comfortable working with new and
beta release applications.

Limited to 15. What is a virtual learning environment? Is a website a virtual learning
environment? Is it an "online campus"? Does it involve 3D virtual reality? How have current
trends in technology, such as social media and virtual worlds, affected the processes and
objectives of education? Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) are designed information and
social spaces that integrate multiple technologies and pedagogical approaches. In this course,
we will examine a variety of VLEs, ranging from text-based forms such as Blackboard to 3D
immersive worlds such as Second Life, and will focus on optimizing virtual world platforms for
learning experiences. We will explore the collaborative and instructional processes involved, the
kinds of collaboration possible, and the methods adapted to accommodate teaching, learning
and sharing in these socially engaged, networked spaces. We will examine how instructing and
learning have evolved to include a more dynamic role for the student, from passive to active
authors of the space, and in general, how much instruction now involves blended forms of
learning, consisting of both theory and praxis across different media and disciplines. We will
integrate these aspects, learning about VLEs while being inside them, eventually developing an
educational project for real-world implementation.

Transforming Data

CRN 1859

Zannah Marsh
Mondays & Wednesdays, 6:00-8:40pm
June 6 - July 27
Limited to 15. We are living in the midst of a data explosion: a sudden accumulation of huge
volumes of data – much of it readily accessible online – describing our everyday world from
global economic fluctuations to social networking trends and traffic patterns. The evaluation of
data has become a defining factor in our media world. But how does this raw data become
narrative? What alchemy transforms data from information into meaning? And when data is
collected and selected, what is omitted or erased? Data visualization typically is illustrative and
utilitarian, but data can be artfully unraveled and re-expressed to tell stories and convey
powerful sentiments. This course examines information design strategies and the visual
language of the infographic as a starting point in creating our own data-based works. Students
experiment with approaches to data that are playful, reverent, poetic, beautiful, subversive, and
ultimately narrative. The class considers works by Fernanda Viegas and Martin Wattenberg,
Christian Nold, Nicolas Felton, Mark Napier, Hasan Elahi, and Chris Jordan. Assigned texts will
include writings by media theorists, information designers, and artists such as Lev Manovich,
Edward Tufte, and Sol LeWitt. Students learn basic programming skills in the open source
language Processing, and, by the end of the semester, will be working with data sets to
generate dynamic representations, screen-based artworks, and digital prints.
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Media Management
Media Industry Perspectives: Educational Media (MMP)

Seminar
Aesthetics of Interactive Design

CRN 1502

CRN 1490

Steven Hammersly
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Jorg Muller
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Limited to 15. This course examines the development and marketing of educational media and
technology from the Academy of Plato to the wired and online classrooms of today. We begin
with a survey of the evolution of printed teaching material (e.g., readers, textbooks, anthologies,
workbooks, etc.), the use of film and recorded sound in the classroom, and the development of
television programming for educational use. More recent developments under investigation
include educational computer software and partnerships between computer manufacturers and
educational institutions; proprietary and open source "course management" software systems;
applications for mobile devices in the classroom; and the outsourcing of email and other
institutional technology systems to commercial companies. Throughout the semester, we
consider how educational media developers and educational institutions have, through the
production and consumption of such technologies, helped determine dominant approaches to
teaching and learning.

Limited to 15. Aesthetics and communication have always been intertwined, but the aesthetics
of communication have attracted new attention – to information visualization, data graphics, and
user experience, for example -- in our digitally mediated culture. Students in this class will
analyze a broad spectrum of aesthetics, from qualities of symmetry and form to forms of
creative participation in computer technology and human interaction. Weekly readings and
discussion will address the technical and cultural developments related to computer graphics
and interactive techniques. We will also review the work of leading web designers and examine
a wide range of historical and contemporary case studies representing, for instance, social
networking sites, video-sharing sites, wikis, blogs, online communities, etc. The final project will
be a formal critique of an interactive screen-based work or multimodal installation.

Media Management and Leadership (MMP)

CRN 1427

Charles Warner
Tuesdays & Thursdays, 6:00-7:50pm
June 7-July 26
Limited to 20. Dramatic changes in technology and in the media's role in converging
technologies require new management and leadership techniques and paradigms. This course
aims to give students a survey of some of the latest management and leadership theories,
including those encouraging a new sense of social responsibility. It also gives students the
opportunity to apply these theories to a number of different competitive, structural, motivational,
strategic, and organizational issues in the media world, by writing original case studies and
solving problems in existing case studies.
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Explorations in Communication Redux

filmmakers were also entranced by Hollywood’s crime films, A and B, and invented the term
“film noir.” With that in mind, this course will alternate screenings of a group of New Wave films
inspired, directly and/or indirectly, by film noir, with a selected group of films noirs, starting with
the classic Double Indemnity (Billy Wilder, 1944). We will also screen two films by Jean-Luc
Godard, who in some of his work was perhaps closest to the “noir” spirit: A bout de souffle
(Breathless, 1959; remade with Richard Gere as Breathless in Australia in 1983) and Pierrot le
fou (1965). Other New Wave films will include François Truffaut’s Tirez sur le pianiste (Shoot the
Piano Player, 1960), Claude Chabrol’s La Femme infidèle (1969, remade in the US as
Unfaithful, also with Richard Gere, in 2002), Jean-Pierre Melville’s Le Cercle rouge (The Red
Circle, 1970), Claude Lelouch’s Le Voyou (The Crook, 1970). Also included will be La Lune
dans le caniveau (The Moon in the Gutter, 1983), based on a novel by David Goodis, who wrote
Down There, on which Tirez sur le pianiste is based. The selection of films noirs will include
Gilda (Charles Vidor, 1946), Dark Passage (Delmer Daves, 1947, based on a novel by David
Goodis), Born to Kill (Robert Wise, 1947), They Live by Night (Nicholas Ray, 1949), The Big
Combo (Joseph H. Lewis, 1955), and The Killing (Stanley Kubrick, 1956, remade as Reservoir
Dogs by Quentin Tarantino in 1992). We will also screen a remake of They Live by Night,
Thieves Like Us, directed in 1974 by Robert Altman, a filmmaker who had much in common with
the New Wave. Students will be asked to view a few supplementary films, both New Wave and
Noir, outside of class, and to read James M. Cain’s short novel Double Indemnity before the
start of the class. Work for the course, besides class participation, will include a take-home midterm and a final paper.

CANCELED

Peter Haratonik
Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday
4:00-5:50pm
4 week intensive ƕJuly 5-July 28
Limited to 20. This seminar focuses on the ways visual culture mediates notions of history. How
do visual media—film, video, photography, comics, the internet—constitute, challenge, alter or
otherwise impact memory and history? What are the limits of representation of the past? What is
the role of memory—collective memory and individual memory (testimony)—in the discourse of
history? Is there such a thing as transgenerational memory and how does this create new
categories for understanding the construction of history? What are the ethical and moral
demands on the maker of historical films in the retelling of the past? This class sets out to
explore these and other questions through case studies of historical events documented and
memorialized in notable fiction and documentary films and videos as well as on the internet and
in comics, and the lively literature that has sprung up to interrogate this work. Case studies may
include: Americas first fatal nuclear reactor accident; lynching in the American South; the end of
colonial rule in Algeria; the Holocaust; the Japanese-American internment during World War II;
the overthrow of the Allende government in Chile; the genocide of Cambodian citizens during
the Pol Pot regime; or the recent genocide in Rwanda, among others. Students will view works
in and outside class and submit papers integrating readings, screenings, and class discussions;
participation in class discussion and the presentation of one paper in class are expected of all
seminar members. Guests with expertise in the history, sociology or the psychology of memory
may be invited to speak.

French New Wave

Global Lens: Trans-Cultural Photography

CANCELED

CRN 1488

Shari Kessler
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Royal Brown
Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday
6:00-9:30pm
4 week intensive ƕJune 6 – June 29

Limited to 15. This course is a multicultural view of the world as seen through photography.
Core components of the course look at how camera-work presents and represents culture, with
emphasis on the content and intent of photography by photographers in and of various world
cultures. We will look at how foreign photographers have imaged cultures as well as how local
photographers have captured their own culture and what this means for us, how we understand
our world. Students will gain an understanding of how to look at photographs and be introduced
to concepts in pictoral iconography and visual anthropology. Through discussions, readings and
research, the student explores aspects of visual culture in the US, Europe, Asia and Africa. The
goal of the course is to consider camera-work in a variety a global contexts and to understand
the role photography plays in creating and influencing understanding of our multi-cultural world

Limited to 20. This course will examine a particular facet of the work of a group of French
filmmakers whose films, as of the late 1950s, helped change the face of the movie world.
Although engaging many experimental techniques, these films were intended for the commercial
market, and it is that market that was, to an extent, revolutionalized. In spite of the highly
original style of each filmmaker, the work as a whole became known as the Nouvelle Vague
(New Wave). Although the New Wave filmmakers were young college students who
occasionally “cut” movies to attend class, their taste in Hollywood films did not favor the Oscarwinning fare (such as Ben-Hur) but rather the so-called “B” films of the 40s and early 50s. These
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Media and/as Ethnography

Social Media: Content, Communication, and Culture

CRN 1645

CRN 1831

Damien Stankiewicz
Mondays & Wednesdays, 6:00-7:50pm
June 6 - July 27

Robert Berkman
ONLINE
June 6-August 5

Limited to 20. This course looks at various moments in the history of ethnography
(etymologically derived from *ethnos, *a people, and *graphos, *a writing) and attempts to think
through ethnography’s mission of “writing people” as a project of drafting various media
technologies in the ongoing enterprise of defining and re(de)fining the idea of the human.
Examining ethnographic figures such as the primitive, the indigenous, the child, and the animal,
we will ask: How has ethnography influenced the way we think about fundamental ideas like
writing, time, and labor? Why do we call on technology, particularly the capacity to “write” or
describe oneself and others, to distinguish the West from the East, and culture from nature?
How have different media structured the way we discriminate between those with and without
writing / history / media / technology? What is at stake in the drive to enlighten the primitives of
the world by giving them the “gift” of technology, and what different forms does this impulse
take? We consider this problem through: anthropological films, animal art, indigenous video,
child media advocacy, and survivor videos by flood victims.

Limited to 15. In the world of “Web 2.0”, where anyone can create and share content and media
on blogs, Flickr, YouTube, and social networking sites like FaceBook, every reader is a writer,
and those formerly in the “audience” are now the participants as well. But what does this
nascent world of social media mean for the culture, public discourse, the media industry, and
evolving social structures?
This introductory class to social media will initially explore these questions by identifying and
discussing the relevant media theories in which this newest form of media is rooted. We will
then explore several key areas where social media is being played out and changing the status
quo, including: the ways in which social media is creating and distributing new knowledge; the
promise and perils of citizen or “networked” journalism, how the younger generation is changing
the way information is perceived, located, and utilized--particularly through the use of social
networks like FaceBook; emerging forms of social media activism, and how the social media
phenomena is changing the media industry business as a whole.
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SUMMER 2011 FACULTY BIOS
Robert Berkman (M.A., University of Montana) Author of several books, including Digital
Dilemmas: Ethical Issues for Online Media Professionals (Iowa State Press, 2003); The
Skeptical Searcher (Information Today, 2003) and Find It Fast: How to Uncover Expert
Information on Any Subject (HarperCollins 5th ed., May 2000). He is also founder and
editor of The Information Advisor, a newsletter for professional researchers. Berkman has
taught at the University of Montana and has given workshops at the European Journalism
Centre, Maastricht Netherlands.

Peter Haratonik (MA, New York University) Recent papers focusing on media education
presented in Glasgow, Shanghai, and Singapore. Former director of Film/Video/Broadcasting,
New York University; former chair of Communication Arts and director of the Television Institute,
Hofstra University; former president of the Association of Communication Administration; Fellow,
Center for the Advancement of Public Action, Bennington College; member Board of Advisers,
Dublin Institute of Technology
Philip Kain (M.P.S., M.A., New York University) Writes a column for About.com on Net
Culture and appears weekly on the nationally syndicated television news magazine Cafe
Digital. His performance work has been presented at Lincoln Center, The Joyce, P.S. 122,
Dixon Place, The Westbeth, DIA Soho and Judson Church. He is currently completing his
Ph.D. at NYU.

Royal S. Brown (Ph.D., Columbia University). Professor at Queens College and The Graduate
Center, C.U.N.Y. He is the author of Focus on Godard, Overtones and Undertones: Reading
Film Music, and Film Musings: A Selected Anthology from Fanfare Magazine, as well as
numerous articles, reviews, and critiques.

Shari Kessler (M.A., The New School, Media Studies; BS. M.I.T, Photography & Visual
Design) is an editorial/documentary photographer and visual media consultant. Her artistic
and corporate work in Latin American and Asia has given her a diverse and exotic portfolio,
including assignments for the National Geographic Society; the Smithsonian Institution;
Citibank; the BBC; Thailand Tatler magazine; US Agency for International Development; the
World Bank; Operation Smile, McGraw-Hill publishers. Sharis images have been exhibited and
published internationally; she was the first American to be invited to exhibit in a solo show in
Hanoi, since the Vietnam/American war. Shari studied fine art black-and white photography
with American guru photographer Minor White; spent 15 years in the darkroom; and while now,
she loves Photoshop and good digital scans, she is happiest with her trusty old Leicas and color
transparency film, shooting everything, except wars and weddings!

Josephine Dorado is a New York-based media artist, performer and educator. In her work, she
explores the extension of the performance environment with technology, often utilizing
movement-based, sensor- driven synthesis and networked telepresence. Josephine initiated
and co-directs the Kids Connect program, which connects youth internationally via media art,
performance and streaming within the virtual world Second Life. She received her M.A. in
Media Studies at the New School, and was a Fulbright scholarship recipient and an artist-inresidence at Waag Society for Old and New Media in Amsterdam. Recent productions include a
performance for the ISEA 2006 Festival as well as an invitation to speak at SIGGRAPH in the
Educators Forum. Josephine is also a technical trainer and consultant; her clients include Banc
of America Securities, HSBC and the United Nations. Her experience ranging from theater for
at-risk children to technology and multimedia design, brings perspectives on theater-inspired
collaborative methodologies as well as the issues of working within a virtual and networked
context.

Zannah Marsh (M.P.S., NYU, Interactive Telecommunications Program)
Is an artist, designer, and programmer with an interest in data visualization, data-driven
narrative, collaborative storytelling, and transactional interfaces. She’s been a Resident
Researcher and Adjunct Instructor at NYU's Interactive Telecommunications Program, and an
Adjunct Professor at CUNY's Borough of Manhattan Community College, and Visiting Faculty at
Bennington College. She interned with the Creative Systems Group at Microsoft Research in
Redmond, WA and at Area/Code Games in New York City. She also worked as an exhibit
developer at the Museum of Science in Boston, collaboratively producing a number of
permanent and internationally-traveling interactive exhibits.

Steven Hammersly (MA, Media Studies, The New School) is currently a vice president and the
Director of Strategic Alliances at Pearson Education; his work has involved the creation of copublishing entities with IBM, Apple, Nokia, H-P, and Adobe, and the development of Pearsons
e-book initiative. He has also founded various IT companies and worked as an economic
analyst, and he hosts a weekly radio program on KSVY-FM, public radio for the Sonoma Valley
in California.
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Brian McCormick (M.A., Media Studies, The New School) Brian McCormick is an arts writer
and educator, and the Executive Director of Nicholas Leichter Dance, a professional touring
company currently funded by NYSCA, the NEA, and the National Dance Project of the New
England Foundation for the Arts. He has written for The New York Times, The Advocate, Dance
Magazine, Dance Studio Life, Movement Research Journal, and BAMBill, and is a long-time
contributing dance editor for Gay City News, where as Arts Editor from 2005-2007, he earned
the newspaper a New York Press Association award for arts coverage. McCormick has been
Part-time Faculty for The New School Media Studies MA program since 1997, teaching digital
performance theory as well as Media Practices: Design, and Media Practices: Concepts. Since
2003, he has also taught Dance TRaC—the Teen Reviewers and Critics program of High 5
Tickets to the Arts and Dance Theater Workshop (DTW). He has been a panelist, moderator,
guest curator, and/or adjudicator for New York Foundation for the Arts, Joyce Theater
Foundation, Dance Theater Workshop, Brooklyn Arts Council, Hunter College Dance
Department, Kinetic Cinema, Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, Movement Research
(upcoming) and others; he has done marketing, and audience engagement work for the
American Dance Festival, DTW, Danspace Project, and Scholastic Arts; reporting work for DTW
and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; and, most recently, media coordination for Dancing in
the Streets' Hip-Hop Generation Next Festival with City Parks Foundation and Lincoln Center
Out-of-Doors. This fall, he joins the New York City Arts-in-Education faculty as a Career Mentor
for students at Frank Sinatra School of the Arts in Astoria. Brian is an active member of the New
York Dance and Performance Awards committee.

Joan Schuman (M.F.A., Digital Media Arts, San Jose State University) Independent NPR
features producer since 1986; sound/radio artist since 1993. Commissioned for festivals and
radio networks in Canada, Australia, Europe and the U.S. Online lecturer at New School; taught
at University of Arizona/Tucson. Santa Fe, New Mexico resident.
Suzanne Snider (M.F.A., Columbia University); Nonfiction Fellow at Yaddo, MacDowell
Colony, and Ucross Foundation Center; contributed essays to artists' monographs (Danica
Phelps' Everyday Life, Clare Rojas' Hope Springs Eternal); has contributed The Believer,
Nextbook, Tokion, Legal Affairs, Anathema, Oklahoma Review, and several literary journals;
has taught art criticism and personal essay writing in New York City.
Damien Stankiewicz His research examines how cultural producers and media professionals
negotiate national, transnational, and cosmopolitan ideologies of culture and belonging. His
dissertation focuses on television producers and staff at the European culture channel "ARTE,"
one of the world's first trans-regional media projects; the thesis seeks to demonstrate that
ethnographic attention to producers of trans-border media provides crucial insight into fastchanging ideologies and narratives of culture and ethnic difference in Europe, and the
contemporary world.
Charles Warner An active blogger at MediaCurmudgeon.com and is the Goldenson Chair
Emeritus at the University of Missouri School of Journalism. He is also a volunteer teaching
assistant in the Family Program at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Until he retired
in 2002, he was Vice President of AOL's Interactive Marketing division. Before joining AOL, he
was the Goldenson Endowed Professor at the Missouri Journalism School where he taught
media management and sales, and he created and ran the annual Management Seminar for
News Executives. Charlie's book Media Selling is an update of Broadcast and Cable Selling and
is the most widely used sales textbook in the field. He has also written a companion book to
Media Selling titled Media Sales Management that is available free on www.medialselling.us.
Charlie has also served as a management and sales consultant and trainer for CBS, ABC,
ESPN, MTV, TCI, Fox, AH Belo, Hearst Magazines, Microsoft, MSN, Cox Cable, and many
other major media companies. He has also been VP, General Manager, of WNBC-AM (now
WFAN) in New York, WMAQ-AM and WKQX-FM in Chicago, WWSW-AM and WPEZ-FM in
Pittsburgh, and CBS Radio Spot Sales.

Doug Morrione (B.A., Colby College; M.A. Media Studies, The New School) A writer, producer,
editor, and visual effects supervisor has been working in New York City for over a decade. As a
founding member of PixelNYC (www.pixelnyc.com), a New York based media company, Doug
has a solid engineering knowledge and software expertise in all Avid editing systems, FinalCut
Pro, Photoshop, AfterEffects, Digidesign Protools, and other critical media production tools. He
is also a seasoned jazz musician and holds a degree in audio engineering from the University of
Maine. He is currently working for StickFigure Productions on the HBO reality series, Family
Bonds, as well as America Onlines new flagship series, The Biz. He worked with Pseudo.com,
the worlds first and most comprehensive internet television company, where he worked
alongside industry pioneers in producing and packaging original content for broadband and
television distribution. He is currently working with his latest media company start-up, Hello
Baby Productions, on his second episode of the childrens video series, Jack the Cuddly Dog
(www.jackthecuddlydog.com).
Jorg Muller (Ph.D., European Graduate School, Switzerland) Independent web developer;
credits include interactive directory at DoubleYou for Creative Web Communications.
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